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A B S T R A C T

Achieving the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) results in many ecological, social, and
economic consequences that are inter-related. Understanding relationships between sustainability goals and
determining their interactions can help prioritize effective and efficient policy options. This paper presents a
framework that integrates existing knowledge from literature and expert opinions to rapidly assess the re-
lationships between one SDG goal and another. Specifically, given the important role of the oceans in the world's
social-ecological systems, this study focuses on how SDG 14 (Life Below Water), and the targets within that goal,
contributes to other SDG goals. This framework differentiates relationships based on compatibility (co-benefit,
trade-off, neutral), the optional nature of achieving one goal in attaining another, and whether these relation-
ships are context dependent. The results from applying this framework indicate that oceans SDG targets are
related to all other SDG goals, with two ocean targets (of seven in total) most related across all other SDG goals.
Firstly, the ocean SDG target to increase economic benefits to Small Island Developing States (SIDS) and least
developed countries for sustainable marine uses has positive relationships across all SDGs. Secondly, the ocean
SDG target to eliminate overfishing, illegal and destructive fishing practices is a necessary pre-condition for
achieving the largest number of other SDG targets. This study highlights the importance of the oceans in
achieving sustainable development. The rapid assessment framework can be applied to other SDGs to compre-
hensively map out the subset of targets that are also pivotal in achieving sustainable development.

1. Introduction

Achieving sustainable development faces many ecological and so-
cial challenges, such as single sector resource management, resource
scarcity, environmental contamination, and the persistence of forced

labour [1,2]. These challenges are interlinked and to address them will
require a concerted international effort beyond independent or spe-
cialized programs [2]. In 2015, The United Nations formalized 169
targets to gauge progress towards sustainability under 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), including for example eradicating poverty
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and hunger, and promoting innovation and economic growth [3]. These
goals resulted from international and interdisciplinary collaboration,
and explicitly allow countries to determine their own context-appro-
priate strategies [3].

Among those goals, goal 14: Life Below Water (the “Oceans goal”)
aims to “conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources
for sustainable development”. Ocean targets comprise ecological and so-
cioeconomic concerns, including reducing marine pollution (SDG 14.1);
restoring marine habitat (SDG 14.2); reducing impacts of ocean acid-
ification (SDG 14.3); eliminate overfishing as well as illegal, unreported
and unregulated fishing (SDG 14.4); conserve marine areas (SDG 14.5);
eliminate harmful fishing subsidies (SDG 14.6); and increase economic
benefits to Small Island Developing States and least developed countries
(SIDS, SDG 14.7). The current state of global oceans limits the potential
to achieve far reaching sustainability objectives [4,5]. Realizing sus-
tainable oceans has the potential to contribute to other sustainable
development goals, though currently this SDG has the least identified
progress [6], and has received the third lowest philanthropic funding
[7].

The goals are presented independently. While their diversity and
scale may seem prohibitive, these goals are in practice often inter-
related and interdependent in social-ecological systems, meaning that
progress on one can advance or impact a suite of others [8]. Relation-
ships among goals can often be path-dependent, where achieving a
certain SDG may contribute to another, but that relationship may not be
true in reverse [8]. Relationships can also be characterized differently
depending on the nature of the contribution [9]. In some cases,
achieving an SDG target may be required to attain another SDG target
[8]. For example, achieving sustainability of food production systems
(SDG 2.4) requires the elimination of harmful fishing practices and
overfishing (Target 14.4) [10]. In other cases, achieving a specific SDG
target can contribute to but not be a prerequisite in realising a different
target. For example, establishing effective marine protected areas
(Target 14.5) may contribute to ecosystem restoration (Targets 14.2
and 15.5), but there are other ways that ecosystem restoration can be
achieved [11]. Understanding the nature of such relationships, and
their interdependencies, is required to show the interconnections be-
tween ocean and society and to indicate where SDG targets work in
concert and co-benefit. This understanding potentially allows for
greater return on management investment, or can indicate where SDG
targets conflict, which can inform important decisions regarding trade-
offs [8].

This paper introduces and operationalizes a framework for identi-
fying the dependencies (co-benefits) and hindrances (trade-offs) among

directional relationships. This framework does not assume that a
functioning biophysical environment is a necessary pre-requisite to
support social and economic goals, as is central to some conceptual
treatments of the relationships between economy, society, and en-
vironment [12], rather the framework allows for the possibility that
ecological goals can be supported by social and economic concerns.
Most importantly, this framework allows for an understanding of the
prevalence of co-benefits versus trade-off relationships between ocean
sustainability and other SDGs in particular settings. This framework
was used to characterize the contribution of SDG 14 to other SDG tar-
gets globally. Additionally, we suggest that the framework can also be
used to explore relationships between other SDG targets or similar
multi-goal policies (e.g. the Convention on Biological Diversity's Aichi
Targets [13]), and could be modified to increase its relevance in specific
contexts (such as national or regional scales).

2. Material and methods

There are 17 SDGs, with most including between 3 and 10 targets.
Goals focus on environment (ocean and terrestrial), social justice
(ending poverty, hunger, etc.), economy (creating meaningful jobs,
sustainable economies), and infrastructure (cities and urban planning).
The final goal (SDG 17, with 19 targets) focuses on creating interna-
tional partnerships with the capacity to support the achievement of the
other goals. Relationships between SDG targets (i.e. does one contribute
or detract from another, and under what context) were mapped fol-
lowing a formal framework during a series of workshop sessions with
subject experts (see Section 2.2 below).

2.1. SDG relationship evaluation framework

To assess the relationships between SDG targets, the framework
presented here addresses three hierarchical considerations: the com-
patibility of the relationship (co-benefit, trade-off, neutral); the re-
quirement of the first SDG target for the fulfillment of the second SDG
target or not (prerequisite versus optional); and whether or not the
compatibility of the relationship is confidently understood as in-
dependent of social-ecological context and implementation (context-
independent versus context dependent, Fig. 1).

Below are some example relationships to illustrate the framework:

• Co-benefit-prerequisite-context-independent: Effectively regulating
overfishing and destructive fishing practices (SDG 14.4) is required
to achieve global resource efficiency (SDG 8.4);

Fig. 1. Hierarchical framework to characterize relationships among SDG targets. A) Compatibility of the relationship is determined (co-benefit, neutral, or trade-off). B) Relationships are
considered “prerequisite” or “optional” if progress on the first target is needed to fulfill the second target, or not, respectively. C) The degree of confidence in relationships is determined.
For relationships categorized as “context independent” there is high confidence that achieving a specific SDG target contributes to a co-benefit (or trade-off) with another; “context-
dependent” indicates that the compatibility of the relationship is likely to be context-dependent.
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